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Incumbent up for re-election: Christina Albo 
CC Member Reference: Amy Herman 
8/28/18 
 
Three things I like about the member’s contributions: 

• I appreciate Christina’s ability to remind us when we are overlooking the victim and 
focusing on the offender in our processes, discussions, and representations.  A recent 
example of this was Christina’s suggested contribution to a quote from a draft of the 
OOCDR 201-5-17 Biennial Report.  “Lynne Schroder’s quote: I like it, but it’s a heavy 
focus on offender accountability and doesn’t speak to meeting victim needs. As a field, 
we have long erred on focusing more on the offender as opposed to the victim, and 
thereby reinforcing the criminal justice system’s sole focus on the offender. Is there 
another more balanced quote?” Christina also brings this perspective into our RJCO 
quarterly meeting discussions. 

• Christina has a broad view of conflict resolution and restorative justice based on her rich 
lived experience and professional work, and brings a keen understanding of school 
systems and community environments to the work of RJCO. I appreciate Christina’s 
comments and hear them as credible and relevant especially regarding discrimination, 
school push-out, and an overrepresentation of minority populations who are 
incarcerated. 

• Christina holds space for considering the needs of underserved youth, adults, and 
communities, maintaining a lens of diversity and equity in all of our discussions. She 
consistently advocates for attracting more persons of color to the RJCO Coordinating 
Committee membership. 
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Incumbent up for re-election: Christina Albo 
CC Member / Peer Reviewer: Amy Davidson 
8/20/18 

Three things I like about the member’s contributions: 

• Christina is a solid contributor to the coordinating committee. Her years of expertise and
unimposing way of imparting her wisdom bring a richness to committee work and sub-
committee work. She is honest about her strengths and limitations in a way that makes it easy
to trust and to share in large and small group settings.

• Early on in my experience with the coordinating committee, I quickly identified Christina as a
strong ally in equity work. It was easily visible to me that she works to make the space feel
welcoming to underrepresented communities, and that she gives voice to a perspective that
may not be obvious or easily heard. AND she is skillful at it.

• Despite operating at FULL capacity as many of us do, Christina makes herself available to peers
outside of committee work for questions and general advice. In this way, she really effectively
supports learning and growth for fellow committee members in areas that non-practitioners
may find difficult to otherwise understand. As a coalition dedicated to the development of RJ
professionals, she really exemplifies what it means to be a strong leader while still showing up
with curiosity and humility.
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